RAMBLER

An extremely spacious home with two distinctly different sleeping areas makes this an excellent choice for adults wishing to have separated area from children, or separated sleeping space for guests. The separated sleeping areas also allows one room to be used as a nursery near the parents for younger children with the older children at the other end of the house, or alternatively the room nearest the parents may be used as a study. Two complete bathroom facilities are provided, one at each end of the house, to complement the sleeping areas. A large central living room features a unique Ramtec fireplace which heats the open space beautifully and also stores the heat well into the following day. Sliding glass doors open from the living room to the verandah, which makes it a perfect extension for outdoor entertaining. This single storey home blends in harmoniously with its surroundings with a very low level environmental impact. It is a well set out and practical house, ideally suited for country areas but also tailored for a large suburban block. Being a rectangular plan allows several roof styles to be selected from, including a look that is classically Australian Colonial.